
Doomsday – Not Just a Clever
Title
The movie Doomsday is about a virus that wipes out all of
Scotland.  I’m not really inspired to write much about it
because I didn’t like the movie.  I can’t even think of anyone
I know who would.  I wasn’t bored at the theater, but you
couldn’t pay me to watch this movie again.  First of all, it
wasn’t my type of movie.  It was sci-fi and took place in the
future, which is already 2 strikes against it as far as I’m
concerned.  And then there was the violence.  The never-
ending,  non-stop,  constantly  gruesome  and  always  bloody
violence.  People died in any and every way you can imagine
and  some  hopefully  you  can’t.   I  lost  count  after  5
decapitations, all very graphic, and there were also scenes of
people getting squished, burned alive, smashed by cars…  like
I said, you name a method of torture, it was in this movie.  I
was not expecting this.  I thought the movie was going be more
like Outbreak, where people try to combat the virus together –
I would classify that as more of a drama from what I can
remember.  After seeing Doomsday, I even had a dream involving
severed limbs last night…  thank goodness it wasn’t nearly as
graphic or bloody as the movie…  I wouldn’t even classify it
as a nightmare.  And don’t go thinking I’m some kind of weirdo
– if you were exposed to almost 2 hrs. of that kind of
violence,  you  would  understand  why  it  came  across  in  my
sleep!   But  anyway,  Doomsday  definitely  goes  on  my  Worst
Movies I’ve Seen list.  So far the list consists of:

1.  The Night Listener

2.  The Producers (2005)

3.  Doomsday

4.  The Devil’s Rejects
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5.  Meet the Spartans – I’m actually going to remove this one
– it doesn’t really qualify as a movie, plus I didn’t see the
whole thing.  I KNEW it was going to be horrible, but my
husband wanted to try it for some reason…  we lasted for about
10 mins, if that.

This list is in no particular order.  It’s really difficult to
do that because they were all horrible in their own unique
ways.  I liked the original Producers (1968), but I never even
saw the whole remake with Nathan Lane and Matthew Broderick
because I couldn’t get past the first scene, which is rare for
me, usually I will stick it out.  The Night Listener was
horrible because it was predictable and dumb, but I would much
rather sit thru that movie again than be subjected to Doomsday
and all the violence again…  But when I saw each of them for
the first time, I was more entertained by Doomsday than by The
Night Listener…  so it just depends on the movie and what you
mean by worst.  But they are all worthy of being classified as
the worst movies I’ve ever seen, for one reason or another,
some more than others.

I was totally surprised that Doomsday ended up being so bad
after seeing that movies.com gave it an “A” as a rating!  I
used to have this theory that I would go opposite whatever the
critics  said  about  a  movie,  and  I  think  I  will  have  to
continue  that  trend.   If  I  remember  correctly,  Ebert  and
Roeper  gave  Devil’s  Rejects  “2  Thumbs  Up”.   As  I  said,
movies.com  liked  Doomsday,  but  I  think  the
following excerpt of their critic’s review just about says it
all – I say, see this movie at your own risk, on a dare, or if
for  some  reason  you  are  getting  paid.   Otherwise,  don’t
bother with it, don’t know why we did!

From movies.com:

 “Name something you want in an ultraviolent action thriller
and  this  movie  delivers  it.  Impalement,  decapitation,
decapitated heads being affixed back onto bodies only to then
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take arrows through the skull and fall off again, motorcycles
decorated  with  human  skeletons,  cannibalism,  exploding
bunnies, insane car chases, wacky costumes, incomprehensible
editing, an indestructible a hot chick heroine (Rhona Mitra,
who  looks  like  what  would  happen  if  Kate  Beckinsale  and
Victoria Beckham had a baby that was the Terminator) whose
hotness grows in tandem with the number of people she mows
down in the name of truth. Does it suck? Sorta. Is that
awesome? Absolutely. In terms of sheer excitement, it’s the
best movie of 2008.”

NOTE FROM ME – Best movie of 2008?  I don’t think it’s a
coincidence that we’re only in the 3rd month!

Lions and Tigers and Bears Oh
My
I am greatly anticipating our scheduled visit to the Toledo
Zoo next week.  My daughter needs a specialty dentist in the
big city, so we’ve decided to throw some fun in there as well
with a trip to the zoo.  It will probably be my last one until
after I have the baby, unless they have a wagon available for
rental that’s big enough for very pregnant me AND the 3 kids. 
Since it’s only March and I’m not due until July, I think
I can still handle the large amount of walking it takes to get
around the zoo – we’ll see anyway.  I naively thought that
pregnancies would get easier with experience, but it seems
that I forgot to factor in my increasing age – I am almost 10
years older than I was the first time I was with child – and I
feel it!

Toledo Zoo is very large.  It’s a very nice zoo, but there is
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lots of walking.  It remains one of my favorite zoos in the
country however, and I’ve visited at least 20.  Toledo has
lots  of  animals,  but  they  are  pretty  spread  out.   Also,
because the zoo straddles a major road, you have to trek up
and down a ramp and across a long pedestrian bridge; all of
which is not so much fun if pregnant or in the heat of the
summer.  But overall, it is one of my favorite zoos.  Even
though the gorilla’s indoor exhibit is pretty small, I really
enjoy how close you can see them, and they don’t seem unhappy
being in a small exhibit…  unlike a gorilla at the Henry
Doorly Zoo in Omaha, Nebraska.  He had a really small indoor
enclosure, and we witnessed him charge at a little boy – it
was very scary and thank goodness that glass was thick!  This
was years ago, and I think Henry Doorly has since re-built
their gorilla exhibit.  Another zoo with a lot of walking is
the Brookfield Zoo near Chicago, Illinois.  Brookfield has
lots of walking, but unlike Toledo, the animals are spaced
further  apart,  so  much  of  the  walking  is  without  seeing
animals.  It’s been a few years since I’ve been there, so
maybe they’ve changed this, but it’s not one of my favorite
zoos, unless we’re talking about sentimental reasons – it was
the site of my husband’s and my first “unofficial” date.  One
zoo that sticks out in my memory as one of my favorites is the
Folsom  Children’s  Zoo  in  Lincoln,  Nebraska.   The  name  is
misleading,  they  had  quite  an  array  of  animals  there;
including red pandas, camels, reindeer, leopards, monkeys, a
variety of reptiles, seals, sloths, emus that like to be pet,
and there are still many more I haven’t named.  All in only 19
acres, nestled right in the city.  Which sounds large, but
once you get in there, it was really the perfect size.  Not
much walking at all, lots of animals who all had lots of room
in their environments, and it was very nicely landscaped with
mature trees and such so that you forgot you were in the
middle of the city.  We used to live close enough to walk
there, but the only problem with this great little zoo is that
it was only open from April – October.  If you are ever in
Nebraska, the Folsom Children’s Zoo is a must-see.  Being a



native Chicagoan, it’s strange that I’ve never visited the
Lincoln Park Zoo, which is also in the middle of a city,
albeit a much larger one than Lincoln.  But I’ve heard good
things about it, and maybe one of these days, during one of
our bi-yearly visits to the area, we will give Lincoln Park a
whirl so I can add it to my zoo resume.

Before our trips to the zoo, I like to visit a really cool
website to brush up on my animal facts.  It really makes zoo
trips more interesting if you know a little more about what
you’re looking at.  Check out this online database that is
maintained  by  the  University  of  Michigan:
 https://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/index.html

And finally, if you are still reading this, you must be an
animal lover like me.  If you also like to read, I highly
recommend my favorite book written by my favorite celebrity:
Jack Hanna, called “Monkeys on the Interstate”.  If you ever
watch The Late Show with David Letterman, you know that poor
Jack often comes across as a bumbling fool when he’s on the
show.  He is an animal expert however, and he is much more
entertaining  to  watch  than  most  animal  experts.   He  and
Letterman tease each other mercilessly, and there is almost
always some sort of animal mishap that occurs when Jack is
involved,  always  with  hilarious  results.   His  book  is  a
narrative of the same sort of episodes, all taken from his
life as he was growing up and also from when he went on to
become the director of the Columbus Zoo.  By the way, being an
Ohioan, I’ve had the opportunity to visit the Columbus Zoo,
and I will say that it did not disappoint.  If you read Jack’s
book,  you  will  read  about  how  he  brought  the  zoo  from
anonymity (he notes in his book that when he first arrived in
Ohio,  people  would  always  ask  him,”there’s  a  zoo  in
Columbus?!?”) to one of the most renowned facilities in the
world.   There  was  a  lot  of  trial  and  error  involved  in
acheiving this, and again, many hilarious hijinks, all of
which are detailed in the book – it is really entertaining
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reading.  And it’s not just a clever title – there really were
Monkeys on the Interstate, thanks to Jack and one of his hare-
brained ideas!  Maybe I will take another look at it on the
long ride to Toledo next week…

When Forwards Are Addicting…
I’m talking about email forwards.  And just about everyone
knows someone or is someone (even if they won’t admit it) who
just can’t seem to resist forwarding EVERY forward they get
to EVERYONE in their address book.  I’ve mentioned before that
my mom’s neighbor from about 5 years ago still forwards me
stuff…  and it’s not like I knew them all that well to begin
with.  They just got my email address from a forward list one
time (I think), and just forward every forward to everyone
they know – and some people they don’t know, apparently.  I
get  about  3-5  forwards  in  my  email  per  day  from  various
people.  I don’t read them all – who has time for that?  Some
of them I pass along, and others I don’t.  I always feel a
little guilty when I do pass them on though because there is a
slight chance they could contain viruses or just be incredibly
annoying to those poor people I do send them to…  So, with my
apologies ahead of time to those who don’t like it, here is a
link that I got as a forward the other day.  It links to this
really fun and addicting mini golf game that my husband and I
have had lots of fun with.  So far, my top score – well it’s
golf, so my low score is a 42…  holes #14 and #18 kill me
every  time.   See  what  you
think:  https://www.ibogleif.dk/spil/flashspil/minigolf/minigol
f.swf

[swf]https://www.ibogleif.dk/spil/flashspil/minigolf/minigolf.
swf[/swf]
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Oh, yeah, and DO NOT open this at work – I do not want to be
responsible for getting anyone into trouble on the job!  I
know I can’t put the game down…  enough of this posting, the
baby needs a diaper change…  I’ll change her after one more
game, just gotta play while holding my nose…

Horton Hears a ZZZzzzz…
Took the kids to see Horton Hears a Who today.  Ok, so the
title of the blog is a bit misleading…  it wasn’t really
boring.  I am just so tired that I’m 2 for 2 in the falling
asleep in the movie theater tally this week.  I actually liked
what I saw of the movie.  With the exception of my 3-year-old
running up and down the aisle, I enjoyed the experience.  It
wasn’t totally her fault though; we went to an Easter egg hunt
this morning, so she had LOTS of sugar coursing through her
veins, which is why she was extra-hyper and running around the
movie theater.  Once we flushed the sugar with plenty of non-
sugary fluids, I was able to relax and enjoy the show – after
a trip to the bathroom, of course.  It should actually be
called a candy clean-up since they pick candy up off the
floor; it has nothing to do with Easter eggs or hunting. 
Still fun though, I’m just saying.

Before the movie started, I found myself wishing I had read
the book, just to see how close the movie is to the book
because now I have no idea.  But as far as Dr. Suess movies
go, this is the best one I’ve seen.  Then again, I HATED The
Cat in the Hat, and never saw the live-action version of How
the Grinch Stole Christmas, so there’s not much to compare it
to in that respect.

The movie is about an elephant named Horton who lives in a
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jungle  in  what  must  be  a  fictional  place  because  to  my
knowledge, there aren’t any jungles that have both kangaroos
and elephants as indigenous species.  I know, it’s just a Dr.
Suess movie and I’m probably reading too far into it, but I
can’t help but think of that sort of thing.  And judging by
Horton’s  ears,  he  is  an  African  elephant,  not  an  Asian
elephant…  ok, I’ll stop.  So anyway, Horton hears a Who.  A
Who is actually a type of teeny-tiny person that lives in
Whoville, all of which is located on a speck on a clover.  The
rest of the story is about how Horton tries to save Whoville
from  a  conniving  kangaroo  (played  by  the  brilliant  Carol
Burnett) intent on destroying it.  I don’t usually like when I
know the big-name actors voicing roles in an animated movie –
it kind of distracts me, which is what happened when I heard
Jim Carrey as the voice of Horton.  His voice also made the
Horton character seem less cute to me, but I did like Carol
Burnett  as  that  scheming  kangaroo.   And,  hearing  Steve
Carell as the mayor of Whoville was not distracting at all –
he  is  even  good  at  voice-over  acting  –  is  there  ever  a
role he’ll butcher?  Watching the opening credits, I noticed a
plethora of recognizable actors lending voicework for this
movie; among them:  Jim Carrey, Steve Carell, Carol Burnett,
Will  Arnett  (from  Arrested  Development),  Seth  Rogan,  Isla
Fisher (from Wedding Crashers – she was surprisingly good as a
cartoon voice), Jonah Hill, and Amy Poehler.

It’s a cute movie that’s perfect for the whole family, even
though my 3-year-old asked about where the princesses were
until the last 10 minutes of the movie.  When it was over, she
did say she liked it, sans princesses and all.  There are some
jokes for the parents that will go over the kids’ heads, and
that’s always enjoyable in a kids’ movie – although I could
have done without the kangaroo saying, “This is the jungle; we
can’t behave like wild animals.” – just WAY too cheesy, think
I’ve even heard that joke before somewhere else!  I loved how
the Mayor of Whoville has 96 daughters and 1 son – someday I
might know what that is like!  Is that in the book I wonder? 
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It seems almost too clever to be an add-in for the movie… 
Either way, I will have to go borrow the book from the library
to see how close the movie followed it, but I have heard
that the book is pretty closely followed.  I’ve always liked
Dr. Suess, and it’s a shame he’s not still around to gift us
with any more of his work or to see his creations come to life
on the big screen.

What a Day!
We had our annual board meeting dinner banquet last night, and
it went well; dinner was delicious.  However, we didn’t get
home until late, and as I already posted, the kids have been
having trouble settling down at night, so we didn’t get to bed
until  very  late.   Today  was  no  exception  with  the  early
morning whisperers, so I did not get much sleep last night.  I
was planning on napping today, but it didn’t happen and the
following is a lengthy explanation of why:

We made the rare decision to go out to lunch.  We never do
that because my husband never gets a lunch break from work. 
But our local bowling alley was advertising the best reuben
sandwiches in town, thru St. Pat’s day only, of course (even
though I’ve heard reubens were invented by a Jewish person, go
figure), so we decided to take a lunch break to check them
out.  The sandwiches were excellent, and it was well worth the
trip, UNTIL…

It all began when 2 of our 3 dogs decided to follow us out the
door and into the car.  Since it’s nice out, we figured, why
not, let them come with for a change.  When we got to the
bowling alley, somehow, and I’m not going to place blame here
– except to say that it wasn’t MY fault, I wasn’t driving � –
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the keys got left in the car.  It would not have normally been
a problem.  We live in a nice safe area, I really don’t think
someone would have stolen the car, especially since the dogs
were in it – wait, the DOGS were in the car, and they jumped
on the power lock button and LOCKED the doors with the KEYS
INSIDE THE CAR!!!

So, like desperate idiots, we stood outside the car, trying to
coax the dogs back onto the UNLOCK button this time, but to no
avail.  So, we went into the bowling alley and called the taxi
company, of which there is only one in town.  It was busy, and
busy, and busy again, but luckily the owner of the bowling
alley knew the taxi guy, so he tracked him down at the bar he
owned  (!)  –  all  the  while  so  nicely  using  his  own
phone because (surprise!) our cell phones were BOTH locked in
the car with the dogs.  Luckily, I had sense enough to bring
my purse inside with me, so throughout the ordeal at least I
had diapers and a stash of toys and candy to occupy our
toddler.  Finally got ahold of the taxi, and he’s on his way
when I realize that the garage door opener is in the car,
along with the house key, and of course, all the doors in the
house are locked!  So the taxi picks up my husband (I really
don’t know why we didn’t call a friend – we blanked at the
time and couldn’t think of anyone in town who would be home
during the day.  In hindsight, we thought of 2 people of
course, but too little, too late), and I’m waiting at the
bowling alley for 40 minutes, wondering how he’s going to get
into the house.  At this point, I knew it was going to be too
late for me to get a nap for the day (sigh), and it’s becoming
clear that the baby is really in need of one and soon!  I was
just out of candy and toys when my husband the hero walks thru
the door, holding the extra set of car keys.  Turns out, he
found a window to crawl through that we had never fixed – I
guess thank goodness for that!  When we got into the car, we
were like, what is that AWFUL SMELL – something like a dead
fish!  WARNING – THIS IS EXTREMELY GROSS!!!  If you want to
know more about this (must be a dog-lover and have a strong



stomach),  see  explanation  of  canine  anal  draining  here.  
Otherwise, you can just take my word for it, we had to shampoo
the car carpet when we finally got home.  I also stashed a
spare set of car keys in my purse – now I just have to make
sure my purse is with me at all times because sometimes, I
leave it in the car.  What would happen if the spare set of
car keys is locked in the car?!?  Tomorrow will be better, I’m
sure, it’s the community Easter egg hunt, and a Saturday, we
might go see Horton Hears a Who at the movie theater also –
can’t beat that!

Kids VS. Daylight Savings
No one likes to lose an hour of sleep.  Usually I take it as
it  comes,  however,  because  I  do  enjoy  the  extra  hour  of
daylight.  This year is another story.  The kids have NOT
adjusted well to the time change AT ALL!  My oldest, an 8-
year-old, comes into our bedroom EVERY morning and whispers,
“Dad…  Dad…  DAD…  Is there a delay?”  This is partially the
school districts fault.  For awhile, we were having 2-hour
school delays due to weather at least weekly.  So now, she
can’t get used to the fact that the weather is finally nice
enough to start school on time.  Either that, or the district
is sick of the heat of all the missed school and won’t delay
anymore…  But much of it is because of the time change; my
daughter just wants there to be a delay so she can go back to
sleep for an hour or two.

My 3-year-old is back to staying up later than us.  She has
always been a toughie to get on a proper sleep schedule, and
wouldn’t you know it, we had her in an awesome sleeping groove
until  this  darned  time  change  happened.   She  is  back  to
refusing to go to bed, and she is a crabby zombie in the
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mornings.  The other night, she was sneaking peeks as we tried
to watch Poltergeist in the living room – THAT’LL get her
right to sleep!  That movie scared me awake for years – that
clown part is STILL scary!

The baby – actually, she is now an almost 17-month-old toddler
– is the most affected.  She cannot fall asleep before 10 at
night,  and  she  actually  sleeps  in  a  little  bit  in  the
mornings, kind of.  She’ll wake up at 5 or 6, then fall back
asleep when Dad lays on the floor with her – poor Dad!  Have
you noticed a trend?  They go to Dad when it comes to sleep
issues – they KNOW better than to mess around with me – I get
kinda grumpy when I don’t sleep well.  Unfortunately, the
pregnancy has made me a light sleeper so I get woken up
anyway.

Something tells me we’ll get it all worked out, but then we
will just have to change the clocks back an hour the very
weekend the kids finally adjust, starting all over again!

The  Office  and  The
Anniversary
Our wedding anniversary is coming up – this year marks #9! –
and there’s a pretty cool gift we get this year: the first new
Office episode in months!  Steve Carell gave an interview with
TvGuide, and said that his character Michael Scott is hosting
a dinner party, and it goes terribly awry.  If you know
anything about the show, then you know how hilarious this will
be and are looking forward to it as much as we are.  So on
April 10, check out the first brand new Office episode since
the writer’s strike saga!
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And that reminds me, on April 10, 2009, we are hopefully going
to have the time and resources to put together a “second
wedding” for our tenth anniversary.  We didn’t know any of our
Ohio friends when we got married way back in ’99, so we’d like
to renew our vows and “get married” all over again in Ohio, 10
years later!  And, luckily for us, April 10, 2009 falls on a
Friday!  So, this year we will be watching the Office.  Next
year, we will be “getting married” again, hopefully!

Gas  Gouging  in  NW  Ohio  –
Alive and Well
My fellow Northwest Ohioans, this is a call to action!

Have  you  noticed  that  we  are  being  taken  advantage  of?  
Yesterday, the national gas price average was $3.22 / gallon
for unleaded.  Yet here in NW Ohio, every station in this
town had gas for $3.39 / gallon.  The price of gas in the
Northern suburbs of Chicago has reached $3.27.  We (especially
in our family since we have loved ones in that area who we
have to watch pay through the nose for EVERYTHING) have always
prided ourselves on having lower prices than they have, MUCH
lower actually.  We used to have gas prices about $.25 /
gallon lower than Chicagoland.  This is no longer the case! 
Their gas is now $.12 cheaper than ours!  What will follow? 
Will we no longer have cheaper food than they have?  Will we
soon be paying $10 for a hamburger, have an average restaurant
bill of $30 for lunch for two, movie theater tickets at $10
each?  Where does it end?  I can’t help but feel the gas
stations  have  called  our  bluff.   We  can’t  boycott  them,
because let’s face it, we’re an island.  We get to enjoy our
relatively crime and pollution free extistences because we are
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so far from the nearest large cities.  However, the local gas
stations are starting to take advantage of this, because they
know it will cost way too much for us to get out of town to
get  some  gas  somewhere  else.   The  average  price  in
Toledo yesterday was $3.22 / gallon , but to get to Toledo, it
would cost about $5-$10 in gas, depending on your car!  And
who has time to run to Toledo for gas, anyway?  But why is it
that Toledo has cheaper gas prices than we do?  Everything was
always cheaper here…  at least it used to be.

I’m just worried about how they will gouge us next.  I looked
into filing a complaint with the attorney general of Ohio, and
their website said to contact the stores first.  So I guess
it’s only fair that we first let the gas stations know that
we’re terribly unhappy.  I would write to the newspaper here
in town also, but they’ve never printed my letters.  Maybe I
complain  too  much?   Actually,  one  letter  was  very  nice
thanking the person who turned in my lost wallet with all the
money still in it, but they still didn’t print it.  Anyway, if
someone else wants to write to the paper, that’d be great. 
The more the merrier on this, I say, what could it hurt? 
Complain to the local gas stations and ask them questions,
write  to  the  newspaper,  write  to  the  attorney  general,
anything and everything anyone can do will help.  Remember,
driving season hasn’t even officially started yet, and when it
does, the price gouging at the pump will only worsen!  Here is
a link to the complaint section of the Ohio attorney general’s
website – it tells you how to fill out a complaint online, and
also  gives  phone  numbers  and  email  addresses:  
https://www.ag.state.oh.us/citizen/consumer/complaints.asp

Please help me – let’s do SOMETHING!

https://www.ag.state.oh.us/citizen/consumer/complaints.asp


Rollbacks Are Extinct!
Just a short little venting post because I made my weekly stop
at Walmart today…  and not one, not two, but THREE price
increases awaited me!

1.  drawstring kitchen garbage bags – when I started shopping
at Walmart in Ohio only 5 years ago, these were $1.33 / box of
20.  Last time I went to Walmart, they were $2.88 for the same
box, and today, they are $2.98 for the same box that was $1.33
not more than 5 years ago!  That is more than DOUBLE the price
in 5 years!

2.  bananas – when they opened our brand new SuperWalmart a
few  years  ago,  they  pretended  like  the  regular  price
of bananas was a cheap $.29 / lb.  but the truth is, I haven’t
seen them at that price since!  They have gone up and down
constantly, and are now a whopping $.67 / lb – the most
expensive bananas I have ever seen and I refuse to pay it! 
And let’s face it, Walmart has the worst looking produce I’ve
ever seen!

3.  dryer sheets – before today were $.88 / box.  Today, they
decided we should have to pay $.96 / box.  If they go over $1,
I will no longer be getting my dryer sheets at Walmart.

To  complete  my  complaint  session,  I  actually  had  to
email Walmart the other day to complain about their photo
service.  I used to get all my digital photos made into prints
at Walmart because it was cheap and convenient.  I would order
between $1-$10 at a time.  Since I have a lot of kids, they
(used to) get lots of business from me.  But now they won’t
let me pay for my orders in the store.  I like to order the
pictures when I take them; sometimes there are only a few at a
time.  And I refuse to sit there and make teeny weeny charges
on my credit card over the internet every few days – it’s a
bookkeeping nightmare, not to mention how little trust I have

https://www.tangents.org/uncategorized/rollbacks-are-extinct/


in Walmart after all the other crap they always pull.

About the grocery prices, I understand that there is something
called inflation, but this is ridiculous!  No wonder Walmart
has  abandoned  their  “rollback”  campaign  –  rollbacks  are
extinct!

10,000  B.C.  –  When  Movies
Cost $3
Oh wait, that was tonight.  Seriously.  We saw 10,000 B.C. (a
new release, no less!) for $3 for 2 people!  It was a 5:00
movie at matinee price, plus bring a guest for free night =
$3!  Add in our popcorn and pop, and we spent less than $10
for a new movie at the theater, with popcorn and a drink! 
Can’t beat that!  If we didn’t live around the corner from the
theater, we would have spent more on the gas to get there –
more about gas prices in my next post, ugh.

We had heard that 10,000 B.C. was not a very good movie, but
the other choices were Spiderwick Chronicles (which we really
liked but have already seen) or Fool’s Gold, which I have no
desire to see for some reason.  10,000 B.C. was exactly what
the previews showed – an adventure movie set way way back into
the past.  I don’t know how accurate it is, but the computer
animation depicting early humans (though you forgot this fact
given that many of them spoke perfect English) hunting wooly
mammoths was pretty good, actually.  In the movie, they also
used the mammoths as “work horses” to haul blocks to build
pyramids,  which  I  didn’t  know,  if  this  is  indeed  fact…  
interesting theory.  Though they aren’t clear if these are the
Great Pyramids of Egypt, which I think were actually started

https://www.tangents.org/movies/10000-bc-when-movies-cost-3/
https://www.tangents.org/movies/10000-bc-when-movies-cost-3/
https://imdb.com/title/tt0443649/
https://imdb.com/title/tt0416236/
https://imdb.com/title/tt0770752/


more likely around 3,000 B.C. or after…  but I’m no expert,
this movie did get me thinking and wanted to research a bunch
of stuff.  It was neat to see everything interacting together,
the early humans and the dwellings they built, the animals,
the environment – a great way to envision the past, but it did
have me wondering how much is based on scientific fact, like I
said.  I won’t go into the plot, mostly because I sheepishly
admit that I couldn’t follow it.  I didn’t get my nap today,
and I fell asleep during what were apparently a few pivotal
scenes in the movie.  But, for $3, who cares?  And don’t think
that the movie is boring either.  I have 3 kids and I’m
pregnant, I get very tired and could probably fall asleep
anywhere without that daily nap I’ve been so lucky to have
most days.  And I did get to see The Dark Knight preview,
which was pretty cool.  I’m not a big fan of the Batman movies
– I’ve only seen 1 and 3, but this one looks really dark and
creepy.  I think the whole Heath Ledger (R.I.P.) incident will
sell  tickets,  but  the  previews  might  do  a  little  ticket-
selling themselves…  I can see why they say that role affected
him in such a negative way – he looked really scary. 

So, if you like lots of fighting; epic battle movies set in
the past, or are just an admirer of CGI animation, check out
10,000 B.C. – especially if you can find it for $1.50 /
person!

https://imdb.com/title/tt0468569/
https://imdb.com/name/nm0005132/

